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Making sure a property is safe is a top priority, and
that is why owners, prospective property buyers and
developers call on engineering firm CTL | Thompson
Inc.
CTL | Thompson’s engineering consultants and
field technicians identify potential design and
construction-related issues in commercial, residential
and industrial projects, starting from the ground up
– literally – with soil and groundwater testing. Its
engineers can provide mitigation recommendations
before a project begins until its completion.
“A lot of what we do is due diligence. That’s
primarily why we’re hired,” said Wayne Thompson,
branch manager and structural department manager
of CTL | Thompson’s Fort Collins office. “We get
hired to identify conditions at a lot of sites in order to
keep people safe and out of trouble.”
Geotechnical department engineers log subsurface
conditions and test samples to make engineering
recommendations, such as foundation and floor
system types and design, for building on various
sites, according to its manager, Spencer Schram.
Clay and claystone, which are common along the
Front Range, can expand when wet and may require
a more expensive foundation and floor system to
minimize movement, Schram said. His department
also deals with mitigating soft soils, shallow
groundwater and high sulfate concentrations, some
of which are from old area sugar factories’ sugar beet
spoils.
Schram said engineers can make recommendations

for mitigating nearly every issue, even some
landslides. It all depends on the site and cost.
Dana Harris, Environmental Department manager,
said pollution may exist in locations previously used
for dry-cleaning operations, automotive repair and
body shops, industrial purposes or had underground
storage tanks, where chemicals could have been
released into the ground under or around a structure.
“If you have environmental contamination or
impairment, it always costs to clean it up,” he said.
“The question for a purchaser of a property is whether
the cost to clean up is significantly high enough that
it is not worth going forward.”
If a pollutant in a building isn’t discovered, it can
release gases that make people sick, Harris said.
“That’s what we refer to as ‘vapor intrusion.’”
“There are usually some engineering solutions to
most of the problems,” he added. “It just depends on
how much it will cost.”
Joel Reger, an estimator/project manager with
Loveland’s Hoff Construction Inc., said CTL |
Thompson is “typically our engineer of choice,”
working with the firm on more than a dozen projects
since 2010.
“We’ve had them work with us on soils
investigation, geotechnical work, structural projects,
foundation, vertical construction and anything in
between,” Reger said. “We trust their expertise and
we enjoy working with them. When we do a lot more
challenging projects, they’re definitely willing to step
up and work with us.”

